JOIN US AT A NEW ROCKET CONFERENCE + COMPETITION!

Have you heard? FAR is hosting a new collegiate hybrids and liquids rocketry competition called FAR-OUT, open to the public June 7th through 10th - and we want YOU to join in on the fun!

OUR EVENTS

June 7 - Conference @ Mojave Air & Space Port
Teams will bring and present their rockets, showcase their designs, and we will have speakers and industry sponsors as well. We will also be doing builds for certification rockets for interested attendees!

June 8-10 - Launch Days @ FAR
Competing teams will either fly their rocket or perform a static fire of their engine. If doing a certification launch, you will get a chance to launch during this time!

Learn more at faroutlaunch.org/spectate
GET CERTIFIED ON A HYBRID AT FAR-OUT!

Have you been looking to get your L1 or L2 certification? Have you ever thought “wouldn’t it be fun to do on a hybrid?” Well now’s your chance!

YOU MAY HAVE QUESTIONS!

Who is this open to?

High school and college students looking to get their L1’s and/or L2’s through NAR, 14 years and up. NAR membership required prior to signup.

When is this happening?

This will happen in parallel with the FAR-OUT event Come to the conference on June 7th to start building and launch days will be June 8th through 10th.

How much?

Depending on whether you have a NAR membership or not, cost will be around $100 or less, not including our Spectator Fee of $10 which allows you access to the conference and competition site plus $5 administration of the L2 exam.

Learn more at faroutlaunch.org/get-certified
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